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Grid- template- rows repeat( 6 1fr)

New! My 44-page E-book CSS in 44 minutes is out! 't get it now → 1. One-two. Two, three, three. Three-how many. Forty-five. 50 and a wot. Six, one. One-two. Two, three, three. Three-how many. Forty-five. 50 and a wot. Six, one. One-two. Two, three, three. Three-how many. Forty-five. 50 and a
wot. Six While this tutorial has content that we believe is of great benefit to our community, we have not yet tested or edited it to ensure you have an error-free learning experience. It's on our list, and we're working on it! You can help us using the Report a Problem button at the bottom of the tutorial.
Repeat() is indicated that you can use it with the properties of grid template columns and grid template rows to make your rules sediing and easier to understand when you create a large amount of columns or rows. For example, besides we have this setting for a network container: .container { view: grid;
grid-gap: 10px 15px; grid-template-columns: 1fr 2fr 2fr 2fr 2fr 2fr; grid-pattern lines: 100px automatic 20% 100px auto 20px; } We can use a recurring comment () like this instead to simplify: .container { view: grid; grid-gap: 10px 15px; grid-pattern-columns: repeating(3, 1fr 2fr); grid-pattern lines:
repeating(2, 100px automatic 20%); } The first value passed to repeat() is the number of returns and the second value is the grid paths to repeat. With named rows you can also reuse with named rows: .container { view: grid; auto-flow grid: dense column; grid-template-columns: repeating(4, [col] 1fr); grid
template rows: repeat(5, [row] 150px); } equivalent to the following long-form setting: .container { view: grid; autoflow grid: dense column; Grid-template-columns: [col] 1fr [col] 1fr [col] 1fr; grid-pattern-rows: [row] 150px [row] 150px [row] 150px [row] 150px [row] 150px [row] 150px; } Named gridlines at the
end of repeating endings eventually share the same line as the name row Next start. For example, with this: .container { view: grid; auto-flow grid: dense column; grid-template-columns: repeating(4, [col-start] 1fr [col-end]); grid template rows: repeating(5, [start line] 150px [row end]); we get this parallel
setting to a long form: .container { view: grid; auto-flow grid: dense column; grid-template-columns: [col-start] 1fr [voice-end voice-start] 1 1fr [voice-end-voice-start] 1fr [voice-and-sound-start] 1fr [voice-end] 1fr [voice-end col-start] 1fr [voice-end col-start] 1fr [voice-end col-start] 1fr [voice-and-sound-start] 1fr
[voice-and-sound-start] 1fr [voice-and-sound-start] 1fr [voice-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] 1fr [col-end col-start] grid-pattern-lines: [line start] 150px [Line-end line-to-start] 150px [line-end line-to-start] 150px [line-end-
line start] 150px [line-to-end-start] 150px [end-of-line]; See also Specify row size (height): .grid-container { View: Grid; Grid format rows: 100px 300px;} Try it yourself » The Grid Format Rows property specifies the number (and elevates) of the rows in a grid layout. The values are a space-delimited list, with
each value specifying the appropriate row height. Default value: None inherited: No Animatable: Yes. Read about animatable Try this version: CSS Network Layout Module Level 1 JavaScript Syntax: =50px 200px Try this support browser numbers table specify first A version that fully supports the
property. Properties Grid-Template-Rows 57 16 52 10 44 CSS Syntax Grid-Pattern-Lines: Nose|Auto|Maximum Content|Length|Initial|Grid; Describes a property value Run it without a specified size. Rows are created if necessary Run it » Automatically the size of the rows is determined by the size of the
container, and the content size of the items in the play it row » Maximum content sets the size of each row to depend on the largest item in the min content in the row The size setting of each row to depend on the smallest item in the row length Setting the row size, using a legal length value. Read about
the same play length units » Related Pages CSS Training: CSS Network Layout CSS Reference: CSS Property Grid Columns Property: The Grid Format property A repeating CSS function() represents a repeating section of the route list, allowing a large number of columns or rows that display a repeating
format to be written more compactly. This function can be used in the CSS Properties Grid-Format columns and grid template rows. /* &lt;track-repeat&gt;values */ repeat(4, 1fr) repeat(4, [col-start] 250px [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] 60% [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] 1fr [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] min-
content [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] max-content [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] auto [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] minmax(100px, 1fr) [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] fit-content(200px) [col-end]) repeat(4, 10px [col-start] 30% [col-middle] auto [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] min-content [col-middle] max-
content [col-end]) /* &lt;auto-repeat&gt;values */ repeat(auto-fill, 250px) repeat(auto-fit, 250px) repeat(auto-fill, [col-start] 250px [col-end]) repeat(auto-fit, [col-start] 250px [col-end]) repeat(auto-fill, [col-start] minmax(100px, 1fr) [col-end]) repeat(auto-fill, 10px [col-start] 30% [col-middle] 400px [col-end]) /*
&lt;fixed-repeat&gt;values */ repeat(4, 250px) repeat(4, [col-start] 250px [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] 60% [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] minmax(100px , 1fr) [col-end]) repeat(4, [col-start] fit-content(200px) [col-end]) repeat(4 10px [voice-start] 30% [voice-middle] 400px [voice-end]) syntax values
&lt;length&gt;positive inteffle length. Percent not negative relative to the row size of the &lt;percentage&gt;grid on column grid bands, and the block size of the grid container in row grid bands. If the size of the grid container depends on the size of its tracks, &lt;percentage&gt;should be treated as
automatic. The user-agent may adjust the internal size contributions of the route to the size of the network container and increase the final size of the route by the minimum amount resulting from the percentage honor. &lt;flex&gt;A negative dimension with the unit indicating the track's flexibility factor. Each
&lt;flex&gt;sized band takes a chunk of the remaining space relative to its flexible factor.max Content represents the largest contribution of maximum content of network items&lt;/flex&gt; &lt;/flex&gt; &lt;/percentage&gt; &lt;/percentage&gt; &lt;/length&gt; &lt;/fixed-repeat&gt; &lt;/auto-repeat&gt; &lt;/track-
repeat&gt;The grid route. Min content represents the largest contribution of minimum content of the network items occupying the network track. Automatic as maximum, same as maximum content. As a minimum, it represents the largest minimum size (as indicated by minimum width/height) of the grid
items that take up a grid track. AutoFill If the grid container has a defined size or maximum on the relevant axis, the number of returns is the largest possible positive number of completes that does not cause the network to overestimate the network container. Treats each track as its maximum track



resizing function (any standalone value used to define grid format rows or grid format columns), if defined. Otherwise, as its minimum track resizing function, and takes into account the grid gap. If a number of repetitions will be overflowing, then the return is 1. Otherwise, if the grid container has a distinct
minimum size on the relevant axis, the number of returns is the smallest possible hierre number that fulfills this minimum requirement. Otherwise, the specified trace list is repeated only once. AutoFit behaves like autofill, except that after you place grid items, all repeating tracks are empty and contracted.
An empty band is a strip with no flow grid items located inside or spreading across it. (As a result, all tracks crash, if all are empty.) A collapsed track is treated as having one fixed 0px resizing function, and the gutters on either side of its contraction collapse. To find the number of tracks that are
automatically repeated, the user agent places the route size for a specified user agent with a value (for example, 1px), to avoid dividing by zero. Examples of specifying grid columns using repeating HTML() &lt;div id=container&gt;&lt;div&gt; This item is 50 pixels wide. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt; Item with
flexible width. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt; This item is 50 pixels wide. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt; Item with flexible width. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;div&gt; An inflexible item 100 pixels wide. &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; CSS #container { View: Grid; Grid-Pattern-Columns: Repeating(2, 50px 1fr) 100px; Grid-Gap: 5px; Size box: Border-
box; Height: 200px; Width: 100%; Color background: #8cffa0; Padding: 10px; } #container &gt; div { Color background: #8ca0ff; Padding: 5px; } Browser compatibility data specifications Update compatibility on GitHubDesktopMobileChromeEdgeFirefoxInternet ExplorerOperaSafariAndroid webviewChrome
for AndroidFirefox for AndroidOpera for AndroidSafari in iOSSamsung Internetrepeat()Chrome Full Support 57 Full Support 57 Full Support 38 Enabled version 38: This feature is behind the preference of experimental web platform features enabled. To change preferences in Chrome, visit chrome://flags.
Edge full support 16Firefox full support 76 full support 76 no support 57 — 76Notes repeats (autofill, ...) and repeats (autofit, ...) support only one repeating column (see bug 1341507). Unsalted 52 — 57Notes calc() is not running repeating() (see bug 1350069). Unsalted 40 — 59 Purpose version 40
through version 59 (exclusive): The feature is behind the .css.grid.enabled preference (must be set to true). To change preferences in Firefox, visit About:config. IE Does Not Support NoOpera Full Support 44 Full Support 44 Full Support 28Disabled version 28: This feature is behind the preference of
experimental web platform features available. Safari Full Support 10.1WebView Android Full Support 57Chrome Android Full Support 57 Full Support 57 Full Support 38Pg 38: This feature is behind enable preference for experimental web platform features. To change preferences in Chrome, visit
chrome://flags. Firefox Android Full Support 52 Full Support 52 No Support 40 — 59Disabled version 40 through version 59 (exclusive): This feature is behind the deployment.css.grid.enabled preference (should be set to correct). To change preferences in Firefox, visit About:config. Opera Android Full
Support 43 Full Support 43 Full Support 28Disabled version 28: This feature is behind the preference of experimental web platform features enabled. iOS Safari Full Support 10.3Samsung Web Android Full Support 6.0 Full Support Full Support No Support No SupportSams View Application Notes. See
Application Comments. The user must explicitly enable this feature. The user must explicitly enable this feature. In 2014, after
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